
It uses CREE LED light source, with 100,000hours service life. The 

reflector adopts hi-tech surface finishing technology, enable a high light 

reflectivity. The beam range can exceed 100 meters.

It is sealed to IP65 preventing the ingress of water; The housing is made 

of PC material, drop resistant to 1 meter. It can withstand high and low 

temperature suitable to be used in all kinds of harsh environment.

The rear light on its tail is ideal as a personal indicator to identify the 

position of the users. It eliminates the danger and ensure the user's 

safety in the dark.

Use of the latest large bulk capacity lithium-iron battery with long service 

life improves reliability and eliminates ' memory ' affect.

Easy to carry..
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ZW7610 LED Flashlight
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It is used at railway, aviation and other transportation area 

and some special fields, serving as normal illumination and 

emergency lighting.
It is widely used in the public security department, railway, 

military, police, transportation, civil aviation, inspection and 

customs preventive officer, etc.

Side switch Recharge hole Attacker Charger

ZW7710, ZW7710A
Police LED Flashlight
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The flashlight has a special attack head design. It is perfect for security 

defence. It is also anti skidding.

It uses CREE LED light source ,with long life span. It is high efficiency 

and environment friendly.

The flashlight have three modes as high/low/ strobe. The user feel free 

to transfer between these modes.

The flashlight is well sealed, water proof to 1 meter. Its high strength 

aluminium alloy housing makes the flashlight resist to harsh impact.

Recharging and discharging are controlled by intelligent chip, safe and 

efficient, with various protection.

Zw7710 equipped with two chargers, AC220V charger and 12V car 

charger

Generally, ZW7710A don't have 12V car charger, We can provide 12V 

car charger for ZW7710A as customers' requirement.
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